FARO ® Gage
Simple measurement in 3D

FARO Gage
Fast, easy and accurate
measurement

The FARO Gage is the cost-effective solution for metrology needs on the shop floor. Setting up in seconds,
it allows parts and assemblies to be measured directly on the machinery producing them.
Faster, more accurate measurements increase production and enhance productivity.
The FARO Gage saves time and money by improving upon conventional gauging tools such as callipers,
micrometres, height gauges, depth gauges, and even rulers and tape measures.
Made specifically to be used by shop floor personnel, the FARO Gage is easier to use than fixed Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs), but it is accurate and powerful enough for advanced measurements
including SPC (Statistic Process Control) analysis and GD&T.
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Simple to use
The FARO Gage’s internal counterbalance
allows the user to move the Gage with one
hand without fatigue. This comfortable, stressfree measuring is ideal for repetitive production line part measurement.

Versatile
The FARO Gage replaces all conventional
gauging devices. Save time and money by
replacing your cluttered inspection area with
the one tool that can do it all.
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Cost effective
With a performance that rivals large and costly fixed-bed coordinate measuring machines
(CMM), scrap and costs can be reduced to a
minimum.

Different probes attachable
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Wireless operation
The new Bluetooth ® operation and the
extended-use battery provide true
“measure anywhere” capability.
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Precise
Temperature and overload sensors are
located in each joint of the FARO Gage.
They compensate and react to thermal
variations and improper handling to maximise
accuracy. The overload sensors constantly
monitor the device for its positions and stress
what could compromise accuracy.

For the latest specifications please visit www.faro.com

FARO Gage
Technical data

The FARO Gage is the industry’s most user-friendly Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM). With its 1.2m
(48”) working volume, the FARO Gage the “mount-it-to-where-you-make-it”, truly portable, cost effective,
3D, gauge which requires only a minimum of training for the users. The FARO Gage replaces all conventional
gauging devices. and saves you time and money in your inspection processes.

Features

Measure everywhere

User friendliness

First article inspection

Productivity

The FARO Gage can be used to inspect parts depending upon
size and accuracy requirements. Whether the part is a one-off
reverse engineered replacement part or the prototype for a larger
batch to follow, the time saving made by avoiding the lengthy
programming procedure of a traditional inspection tool is a definitive advantage.

Replaces traditional hand tools and thus eliminates individual operator variability

Increases productivity with reduced measurement and inspection times

Mobility

Mount and measure parts in manufacturing
process

Wireless data transfer

Connectivity through Bluetooth up to 10m (30ft)
using Bluetooth ® and Ethernet-ready* options

Quality

Meets quality standards with automatic
computer-generated reports

18µm

Gage

Repeatability* (mm/inch)

Accuracy** (mm/inch)

Weight (kg/lbs)

0.018
(0.0007)

± 0.025
(±0.001)

9.1
(20.0)

1.2
(4)

The FARO Gage allows for the inspection of parts on the machine
tools producing them. This gives the machine tool operator the
possibility to quickly and easily inspect parts directly on the shop
floor, resulting in tighter tolerances with fewer errors. Inspecting
parts directly on machine increases uptime and productivity,
therefore improves your results.

Tool setup
Correct positioning of a part to be manufactured directly on the
CNC-machine ensures high production quality and is crucial for
the quality of the final result. These types of setups can be extremely difficult to perform with conventional measurement methods. The FARO Gage can position and measure small parts with
high precision, directly on the shop floor.

Performance specifications
Measurement range (m/ft)

On-machine inspection

Measurement room inspection
Measurement bottlenecks can be reduced by using the FARO
Gage alongside traditional measurement equipment in environmentally controlled inspection rooms.

Dimensional inspection

Hardware specifications
Operating temp range:

10°C - 40°C (50°F - 104°F)

Operating humidity range: 95%, noncondensing

Temperature rate:

3°C/5min. (5.4°F/5min.)

Power supply:
		
		

Universal worldwide voltage
85-245VAC
50/60Hz

FARO Gage test methods - (Test methods are a subset of those given in the B89.4.22 standard.)
*Single point articulation performance test (Max-Min)/2: The probe of the FARO Gage is placed within a conical socket,Q and individual points are measured
from multiple approach directions. Each individual point measurement is analysed as a range of deviations in X, Y, Z. This test is a method for determining
articulating measurement machine repeatability.
**Volumetric maximum deviation: Determined by using traceable length artifacts, which are measured at various locations and orientations throughout the
working volume of the FARO Gage. This test is a method for determining articulating measurement machine accuracy.

Angles, prismatic features, distances, geometric and positional tolerances are easily checked with the FARO Gage and the intuitive
user interface of the CAM2 ® SmartInspect measurement software.

Machine alignment
Positioning of machines, fixtures and parts is crucial for the quality of final products. The FARO Gage can be mounted next to the
manufacturing equipment to quickly and repeatedly verify tool
alignment.

For the latest specifications please visit www.faro.com

CAM2 ® SmartInspect
Measurement software for everybody
Engineered for simplicity, FARO’s CAM2 SmartInspect is the perfect software for any user that is looking for nonCAD based inspection. The software design is simple and intuitive. Even users without any 3D metrology background can be easily trained.

Accessories for the FARO Gage
Expand your possibilities
In addition to the FARO Gage hardware and software, we also offer a broad range of supplementary
equipment and accessories: probes, mounting options, tripods, measurement tables, computer, adapters,
and many others.

Software versions

Mounting options

SmartInspect Basic: Picture-based measurements

Mount it where you need it

Combine real pictures of your component with every measurement process providing the user an image-based support
for measurement guidance .

FARO offers diverse mounting options that allow for easy
setup and ensure high flexibility when working with the
FARO Gage. Some of our most popular models are:

SmartInspect Pro: Picture-based and live on
screen 3D view measurements

Magnetic mount:
The magnetic mount lets you quickly setup the FARO
Gage on measurement plates, tools, or any metallic surface; even on the part itself.

Interactions with the live view provide an intuitive platform
to creating the necessary dimensions and constructions that
cannot be measured directly to support the measurement
process.

Vacuum mount:
The compact vacuum mount provides a solid hold on all
granite surfaces for hours and high accuracy metrology
for all Arm sizes.

Additional Features
Smart suggestion box

Granite cart:
The granite surface gives a solid work area for high accuracy metrology. Wheels on the heavy duty cart allow
you to move it anywhere you need it. It also features arm
mounting rings and a toe clamp kit for part fixturing.

Suggestions are always available to the user on what he can
do next with the objects that he has selected. This allows new
users to get hints on the capabilities which are available to
them while Expert users can exploit this feature to speed up
their workflow.

Repeated part measurement
Once a part has been measured once, the measurement
can be repeated with a single click. Using the Image View
mode, the second measurement can be performed by
any user.

QuickTool import
The QuickTools functionality permits to import and use
QuickTools programs generated in the FARO CAM2 Measure
10 software.

Probes
The right probe for the right job
A wide selection of probes is available in different lengths
and sizes for every measurement task.
Use standard hard probes for most applications. Use
touch trigger probes for soft or flexible parts.

For the latest specifications please visit www.faro.com

Customer service
Training and worldwide service

General information
www.faro.com

FARO has worldwide customer support offices. Thus we can offer training and on-site services close
to our customers. We are also ISO 9001:2001 certified and ISO-17025 laboratory registered.

Training
For your employees
A measurement system is only as good as its user. FARO
offers training courses and workshops to show you how
our products are employed most efficiently.
Depending on your knowledge level we offer basic or
advanced training. Training is carried out in small groups
at FARO or – if you wish – at your facilities.

Things to know & important links

@

Fairs and roadshows
Find out about upcoming events to meet the FARO team.
www.faro.com/uk/events
www.faro.com/distribution/events

Get a free demo!
We measure your parts on-site and show you how measuring
tasks can be solved with portable 3D systems.
www.faro.com/demo

Free white paper

Customer service

Improve your knowledge about measurement and
3D documentation.
www.faro.com/whitepaper

Always there for you
On the phone: Our customer service staff are available
from 8am to 5pm (CEST) from Monday to Friday. Free call
number: 00 800 3276 7378
E-Mail: support@faroeurope.com
Online-Support Center: www.faro.com/support
On-site: Our application engineers will help you on-site.

Subscribe to the monthly e-newsletter
E-Newsletter to receive interesting news and tips & tricks on
how to measure more efficiently.
www.sc.faro-europe.com

Product videos

Service contract

Our FARO videos speak louder than words and highlight all
the great features of every single FARO product. Watch in seconds how to measure complex parts in production or document a challenging surveying task. All videos are available
in several European languages. Watch the video online at:
www.faro.com

The service contract includes maintenance, inspection and
calibration by our experts. In addition, customers with a service contract will receive a 10% discount on all accessories
and free re-certification, repair and advice.

Webinars
Hear from industry experts on emerging trends in 3D
documentation, advancements in 3D metrology and portable
CMMs and best practices without ever leaving the office.
If you are unable to attend any of our live webinars, they
are all recorded and uploaded as podcasts here and are
searchable by broadcast date.
Check it out on our website: www.faro.com/webinar

Social media links

@

Visit us @
www.facebook.com/faroeu
www.youtube.com/farogb
www.linkedin.com/company/faro-europe-gmbh-&-co-kg
www.twitter.com/faroeurope
www.xing.com/companies/faroeuropegmbh
www.blog.faro-europe.com
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FARO’s customers
References from all over the world
“The FARO Gage is able to replace over 80% of the measurement capability of hand tools and rewrites

FARO’s mission is to enable our customers’ products and processes to be the best in the world. Our
customers include automotive manufacturers and their suppliers, companies from the aerospace sector,
tool and mould making, mechanical engineering, metalworking, heavy equipment, consumer goods,
power generation enterprises, countless small businesses, public authorities, and monument conservation
firms. In total we care for more than 15,000 customers.

the rules of inspection.”
Dave Allan, Quality Engineer at Michell Bearings
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FARO Offices

Global Headquarters
FARO Technologies Inc.
250 Technology Park
Lake Mary, FL 32746
USA
info@faro.com

European Headquarters
FARO Europe GmbH & Co. KG
Lingwiesenstrasse 11/2
70825 Korntal-Münchingen
Germany
info@faroeurope.com
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Faro Technologies UK Ltd
9-10 The Cobalt Centre
Siskin Parkway East
Middlemarch Business Park
Coventry, CV3 4PE
United Kingdom
uk@faroeurope.com

Distribution (EMEA)
FARO Swiss Holding GmbH
Wiesengasse 20
8222 Beringen
Switzerland
distribution@faroeurope.com
www.faro.com/distributors
Tel: +49 7150 9797 400
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